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Cover picture: Jupiter, while missing its SEB, got hit
After emerging from its February conjunction with the Sun, Jupiter’s SEB (South
Equatorial Belt) had disappeared – actually the 17th such disappearance since 1901.
Furthermore, at 20h31:29 UT on 3 June 2010 Jupiter, while two amateurs were busy
videoing Jupiter, it got hit in a visible flash. Picture by veteran planetary imager
Anthony Wesley from Broken Hill, Australia (http://www.acquerra.com.au/astro/).
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Object

Type

RA (J2000.0) Dec

S Antliae
NGC 2997
ESO 435 SC09
NGC 3132
Streicher 8
NGC 3175
O’Neal 10
NGC 3267
NGC 3268
NGC 3269
NGC 3271
NGC 3347
NGC 3354
NGC 3358

Variable Star
Galaxy
Open Cluster
Planetary Nebula
Asterism
Galaxy
Open Cluster
Galaxy
Galaxy
Galaxy
Galaxy
Galaxy
Galaxy
Galaxy

09h32.3
09 45.6
09 55.5
10 07.1
10 13.8
10 14.7
10 21.5
10 29.8
10 30.0
10 30.0
10 30.5
10 42.8
10 43.1
10 43.6

-28º38′
-31 11
-28 59
-40 26
-40 20
-28 52
-32 44
-35 19
-35 20
-35 13
-35 22
-36 22
-36 22
-36 23

Mag

Size

6.4 - 6.9
9.1
9
8.2
9
11.3
10
12.5
11.6
12.2
11.7
11.4
13
11.5

Per. 7h
10.0′x6.3′
15′
30"
3.1′
5.0′x1.3′
11′
1.9′x0.9′
3.2′x2.4′
2.5′x1.1′
2.8′x1.5′
3.7′x1.9′
0.9′x0.8′
3.8′x1.7′
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MNASSA Editor position vacant
After four and a half years I have de- We are therefore looking for a suitcided to step down as editor of MNASSA able person to fill the position of editor.
at the end of the current election year. I Keeping in mind that there are tentative
have been finding it increasingly more plans to move towards electronic publiand more difficult to get issues out on cation, experience in this field would be
time due to other commitments. I want a great advantage. Interested persons
to thank those who kept encouraging me are encouraged to write to the editorial
to continue, despite deadlines falling in- address (mnassa@saao.ac.za) with decreasing behind in the last year or so.
tails.

Observatory Contents of the Late Tony Hilton (11th April 2009)

ASSA Symposium 2010

Complete Planetary Imaging System

First announcement and invitation to submit papers

This system was assembled based entirely on Martin Mobberley’s
recommendation “Lunar and Planetary Webcam User’s Guide”
Consisting a Celestron C91/4S-GT with XLT incl. Head and Tripod
Wm. Optics Megrez 80mm APO Refractor finder scope plus Mounting O-Rings
Celestron NexImage CCD Solar System Imager
Plus various Accessories – Meade Pictor 216XT CCD Camera and Autoguider
Celestron Powertank, Dovetail base for Finder scope, Red Dot Finder Star Pointer
And various other items which compliment this system, all in excellent condition
For pricing please enquire by email – astro@toad.co.za
Or visit www.toad.co.za/astro for a full listing of miscellaneous
items available.
mnassa vol 69 nos 5 & 6
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The Society will hold its 2010 Symposium on 7, 8 & 9 October 2010 in Pretoria.
The event will be hosted by the Pretoria
Centre of ASSA.

is calling for abstracts (non-technical
overviews of the papers that will eventually be presented. No mathematical or
diagrammatic content required).

The Symposium will be focusing on
light/spectrum pollution, but will not
be limited to these topics. All other
aspects of astronomy will be allowed
during the Symposium. We hereby wish
to invite both professional and amateur
astronomers to present papers at the
Symposium. The organizing committee

Verbal papers may be submitted in two
categories:
• Short papers, for delivery in 20 minutes, with 10 minutes for discussion
and questions.
• Long papers, for delivery in 40 minutes, with 20 minutes for discussion
and questions.

mnassa vol 69 nos 5 & 6
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A third available category is:
The Symposium committee reserves the
• Presentations in the form of displays. right to accept or reject papers and to
These may use one standard folding decide in which session it will be placed,
table (about 1 800 x 600 mm in size) although all efforts will be made to acand a poster board behind it to display commodate presenters.
any subject pertaining to astronomy.
Persons interested in attending, delivAuthors should indicate in the abstract in ering a paper or presenting a display
which category the paper is being submit- should contact the Symposium comted. Please make submissions in .doc (MS mittee at: symposium2010@pretoriaWord) or Adobe PDF format. Only e- astronomy.co.za
mailed submissions, with the file attached,
will be accepted. Full contact details More details and a subscription form
(including e-mail address) and the full title can also be downloaded from: http:
of the paper MUST be submitted with the //www.pretoria-astronomy.co.za
abstract. The latest date for submission is
31 July 2010. Please indicate a preferred Alternatively contact Andrie van der
date and time-slot to present your paper.
Linde at: 083 632 4894

is elongated in a north-south direction and this article. This outstanding ring nebula
NGC 3358 in a north-west to south-east appears quite round in shape, with a sharpdirection. The smallest of the three galax- ly defined edge, slowly dimming towards
ies, NGC 3354, occupies the middle seat the centre. The nebula reveals a structure
between the above-mentioned galaxies that brings to mind a clown face of sorts.
and appears as a very small out-of-focus The north-western edge seems fainter and
spot (see sketch). Again the trio can be weaker. NGC 3132 is also known as Benspotted in a 12 arc minute field. If you nett 43, with nicknames like the ‘Eight
feel like hunting down galaxies of all sorts, Burst’ and the ‘Southern Ring’. Instead
this is definitely the area to spend some of the characteristic blue colour, this plantime. What amazes me most every time etary displays a soft pale grey to white.
I lay eyes on a galaxy is the fact that one Higher power reveals the magnitude 10
is looking back millions of years into the central star quite well, although it is not
past, making me realise the unfathomable the one which is illuminating the nebula;
vastness of space.
that honour belongs to a magnitude 16
dwarf companion, 1.65 arc seconds away.
The Antlia Dwarf Galaxy is situated It appears that a cup of faint stars towards
virtually on the border with Hydra. It the north-east holds this planetary nebula
is believed to be tidally interacting with in its palm.
the barred spiral NGC 3109. This dwarf
galaxy was discovered by research stu- Just 1.3 degrees east of NGC 3132 is
dents Alan Whiting and George Hau of another asterism which really appeals to
Cambridge University in England while me and is a great pleasure to share with
visually inspecting UK Schmidt Telescope you. Streicher 8 (Deep Sky Hunters Cataphotographic survey plates. The discov- logue) exercises a firm grip on the southern
ery was announced on 10 April 1997.
edge of the border with the constellation
Vela. Outstanding against the background
Take a moment to glance at u Antliae, situ- star-field, this grouping consists of only a
ated 50 arc minutes north of the constella- handful of stars in a half-moon shape with
tion Vela, more or less midway along the a difference. It reminds me of a set of
southern Antlia border. This variable star headphones with bright stars at the northdisplays a lovely warm rusty colour and eastern and south-western ends. Fainter
changes magnitude from 8.1 to 9.7 in 302 stars connect the shape to strengthen the
days.
impression (see sketch).

Karoo Star-party update
Arrangements for the second National Karoo Star-party which will be held over the
weekend of 6 to 9 August 2010 are progressing well. The Kambro Padstal, about 20 km
north of Britstown in the Karoo, where the event will be held, is nearly booked out but
accommodation in nearby Britstown offers alternative options. Chris de Coning from
the Cape Centre has arranged a luxury bus from Cape Town to Britstown and has advertised amongst the local astronomy clubs there. Bookings for this bus, which includes
accommodation in Britstown, is progressing well with some seats still available.
A bit more structure is being planned for the event which was initiated by Auke Slotegraaf (Deep-sky Section Director) who offered to present a “Deep-sky Observing Workshop” on the Saturday afternoon.
For more information, please contact the organisers:
Johan Smit: 0728062939, johans@pretoria-astronomy.co.za
Danie Barnardo: 0845886668, danieb@pretoria-astronomy.co.za
110
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The planetary nebula NGC 3132 is bi- Whatever the shape of this scientific starry
sected by the division between Antlia and pump, allow it to breathe new motivation
Vela. Although listed as an object within into your observations when next you
Vela, I decided to borrow the Vela half for compile a deep-sky “to-do” list.
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antlia, the machine pneumatique
axies is also part of the Hydra-Centaurus
Supercluster of galaxies, the third nearest
to our Local Group. [George Ogden Abell
(1927-1983) was an astronomer at UCLA.
He worked as a research astronomer,
teacher, administrator and populariser of
science and education. Abell received his
BSc (1951), MSc (1952) and PhD (1957)
from the California Institute of Technology].

For information about the bus from Cape Town, contact Chris de Coning: 0834485889,
siriusa@absamail.co.za
To enquire/book accommodation at Kambro, contact the Manager, Wilma Strauss, directly at: 0833056668, kambro@worldonline.co.za
For info about the Kambro Padstal facilities, including a report on the 2009 star-party,
visit http://www.kambroaccom.co.za/

assa news

The main focus of the galaxy group Abell
S0636, however, weaves around NGC
3268, by far the largest and brightest NGC 3347 (above) is part of the Antlia
galaxy in this field, with various other group of galaxies while the asterism
members. The round to oval glow of Streicher 8 (below) resembles a of a set of
NGC 3268 is easily seen rising evenly headphones.
to a slightly brighter nucleus. What held
my eye was the very soft hazy envelope
around the edge of the galaxy. Hanging
on the western edge of NGC 3268 is a
smaller dust speck indicating the companion galaxy NGC 3267, surprisingly
quite easily seen. A pair of faint stars
separates these two galaxies from each
other. NGC 3269 is situated 6 arc minutes north, slightly elongated in a northto-south direction, with a barely brighter
nucleus. NGC 3271 is another galaxy
member, situated 5.5 arc minutes southeast of NGC 3268, displaying an elongated oval in an east-to-west direction. which is also part of the Antlia group of
Outstanding is the fact that this galaxy galaxies: NGC 3347, situated towards
consists of a nice bright nucleus. This the northern brink of a galaxy trio. NGC
group fits quite easily into something as 3347 is very similar in appearance to
little as a 12 arc-minute field of view.
NGC 3358 situated at the southern end of
the three star cities. These two galaxies
Situated 3.8 degrees north-west of iota display soft ovals, slightly hazy and barely
Antliae, is yet another galaxy grouping brighter towards the middle. NGC 3347
110
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UCT Astronomy Club formed
An astronomy club has finally been created at the University of Cape Town
(UCT) this year. Astronomy is intriguing
to all, whether it is the keen academic
endeavours of astronomers and astrophysicists or the appreciative glances at
the night-time sky of the ordinary individual. The awe-inspiring vastness of
our universe brings up questions of who
and what we are, where we are exactly in
the great scheme of things and why we
are and everything is. Astronomy is the
pursuit to answer some if not all of those
questions. The human fascination with
the heavens is timeless and will be the
cornerstone of the success of the UCT
Astronomy Club.

The aims of the UCT Astronomy Club are
as follows:
• To promote and encourage a greater
interest and participation in the sciences,
engineering and, specifically, astronomy
& astrophysics at the University of Cape
Town.
• To provide a platform for amateur and
professional astronomers to meet and
observe.
• To conduct a schools outreach
programme, namely, The Stellar Club,
to develop maths and science skills in
underprivileged schools in the Western
Cape; encourage a greater interest
in school-learners in the sciences,
engineering and, specifically, astronomy.

111
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latest and most exciting radio astronomy project to date in the world;
Mr Bradley Frank, the UCT Department of Astronomy Postgraduate
Representative of the Astrophysics,
Cosmology and Gravity Centre; Associate Professor Patrick Woudt; and
Professor Bruce Bassett, a leading
cosmologist.
Stargazing on the roof top of the
RW James Building follows each
evening’s talk. Members are guided
through the night-time sky and can
view various constellations and
planets through the three telescopes
available.

The UCT Astronomy Club committee. At the back
are Tafadzwa Mukwashi (Chairperson), Sally
Macfarlane (Vice-Chairperson), Priscilla Chauke
and Riona Ramraj (Secretary). Front: Teboho
Makhabane (Treasurer), Bradley Frank (Committee Advisor). Absent: Moses Mogotsi. Credit;
Katherine Traut and the Communications & Mar- The schools outreach programme of
keting Department, UCT.
the club, the Stellar Club, is focusing

This new society was founded and is
chaired by an Electrical Engineering student,
Tafadzwa Mukwashi, and is run by a
dedicated committee (see picture).

The club meetings are a great way for students to make new friends whilst casually
picking up some cosmic facts. The society
currently has a membership of 70 students,
undergraduates and postgraduates, from
across various faculties including the Science Faculty and the Faculty of Engineering
and the Built Environment.

on producing free self-teach tutorials
in high school mathematics and physical science. The Stellar Club will also incorporate
astronomy related activities and articles. In
addition, the club is bringing out an annual
publication, the Astronomy Gazette, which is
to be freely distributed. The club’s website
is at www.ast.uct.ac.za and on Facebook as
“UCT Astronomy Club”.

Alpha Antliae is an easy star to spot with NGC 3175, one of the most outstanding
the naked eye in the far north-west of the spindles in appearance, is situated in the
constellation. It displays a lovely warm far eastern part of Antlia, 1.3 degrees from
orange colour – spectral type K4. This Hydra. The galaxy displays with pride an
beautiful magnitude 4.2 star signals the elongated soft beam of light in a northportals to the many galaxies situated main- east to south-west direction. Furthermore,
ly to the south within the constellation.
it has an uneven surface brightness with
a faint, barely seen nucleus. A short arcNearly two degrees south-west of alpha shape of a few faint stars curls out from
Antliae, Jay O’Neal picked up an asterism the galaxy’s western side (see sketch).
in this galaxy-strewn area. “Exciting” is This nearly edge-on spindle is approxithe word when asterisms are found in many mately 50 million light years distant.
forms that represent images of sorts. It
would be difficult to find anything closer to Moving into the real deep world of galaxa mini Scorpius constellation if one looks at ies, Abell S0636, also known as the Antlia
the shape of the grouping O’Neal 10 (Deep galaxy cluster, is situated in the south-eastSky Hunters Catalogue). The cluster con- ern part of the constellation. Abell S0636,
sists of around a dozen stars with the im- which contains about 234 galaxies, is
aginary starry head of the scorpion pointing dominated by the two massive ellipticals,
north. A lovely magnitude 8 star resembles NGC 3268 and NGC 3258, with the
the famous Antares in the real Scorpius northern subgroup gravitating around the
constellation. The main body of the aster- former and the southern subgroup centred
ism runs from north to south.
around the latter. The Antlia group of gal-

UCT has the privilege of being not only
the only university in South Africa to have
an Astronomy Department but has also in
recent months been awarded the Chair in
Speakers this semester have included Mr Extragalactic Multi-Wavelength Astronomy,
Kevin Govender from the South African As- part of the South African Research Chairs
tronomical Observatory; Mr Simon Ratcliffe Initiative along with the SA SKA. This
from the South African Square Kilometre makes UCT a leader in the African AstroArray, SA SKA/ MeerKAT Project – the nomical Community.

Galaxies NGC 2997 (left) and NGC 3175 (right) sketched with my 16-inch S/C at 290x. North
is up and east to the left.
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SAAO Selected as Host for the IAU Office for Astronomy Development
The Executive Committee of the International Astronomical Union (IAU) has
selected the SAAO, a national facility
of the South African National Research
Foundation (NRF), to host the IAU Office for Astronomy Development (OAD).
The Office is the key component of the
decadal global strategy plan, Astronomy
for the Developing World, launched at
the 2009 IAU General Assembly in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, and is aimed at using
astronomy to foster education and capacity building throughout the world.

east of S Antliae and is certainly outstanding in appearances. Although not
that bright, this galaxy is easily seen as
a north-west to south-east oval. Higher
power reveals that it gradually brightens
towards a well-defined, but small nucleus. The north-eastern and south-western
outer edges appear gaseous and bulge
slightly, almost like drooping shoulders,
with a hint of spiral structure towards
the western side. A few faint stars can
be seen close to the south-eastern and
western rim of the galaxy (see sketch).
NGC 2997 was discovered by William
Herschel in 1793. He noted it as a nebulous atmosphere, extremely dilute and
little brighter towards the middle. Other
observers disagree about the appearance
of the galaxy’s nucleus. John Herschel
records it as a fairly distinct, round nu-

cleus. Walter Scott, the late American
amateur, recorded it as a glow with little
central condensation while Ernst Johannes Hartung notes it as having a well-defined, much brighter nucleus. Hartung
produced a comprehensive and highly
respected guide for southern observers
in 1968.
One of the few open clusters in Antlia,
ESO 435SC09, can be found if one
draws an imaginary triangle between
NGC 2997 and the magnitude 4.7 theta
Antliae. About a dozen mixed-magnitude stars group together in an elongated
north-west to south-east direction. It appear almost as two rows of stars running
more or less parallel to each other in a
slightly oval shape with fainter stars to
fill in the gaps.

108
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“With its links to technology, science and
culture, astronomy is a unique tool for capacity building. The IAU has long had a
vigorous education programme through its
Commission 46. The strategic plan takes it
a step further and establishes global capacity building as a core mission for the IAU.
The SAAO is the prestigious home of
several world-leading research telescopes,
such as SALT, and has pioneered a unique
programme of education and outreach at
all levels. Located at the SAAO, the IAU
Office of Astronomy for Development will
be in a position to learn from the South
African experience and make a fundamental contribution to furthering sustainable
development globally,” says IAU VicePresident George Miley, responsible for
astronomy development and education.

At its 88th meeting, on Thursday, 13
May 2010 in Baltimore, USA, the International Astronomical Union selected
a proposal submitted by the Director of
the SAAO, Professor Phil Charles, from
20 excellent proposals that were carefully
assessed over several months. This was The Director of the SAAO, Professor Phil
an extremely difficult process, given the Charles, said, “We are delighted at the
high quality of so many of the proposals, confidence expressed in us by the IAU
and its successful outcome represents a and very excited to have the opportunity to
milestone in a new era of astronomy de- extend what we have been doing locally to
velopment activities for the IAU.
a global scale. Astronomy is all about partnerships, and we look forward to strength“Finding a home for the OAD is the ening those we already have, as well as to
first step in the execution of the most building new ones, as we use astronomy as
ambitious global plan ever conceived a vehicle to introduce science and technolin astronomy for development. On the ogy to a new generation. South Africa has
behalf of the IAU, I congratulate the been visionary in exploiting the country’s
SAAO and wish the new OAD every natural strategic advantage in astronomy
success in this exciting and important and using it as an integral part of its science
new venture,” says the IAU President and technology strategy — we aim to show
Robert Williams.
that the skies are not the limit.”
109
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The IAU’s decadal strategic plan, As- The OAD is the key component of this
tronomy for the Developing World, is challenging mission and will play a cenbuilt upon the unparalleled success tral role in the coordination and manageof the IAU and UNESCO initiative, ment of all the existing IAU educational
the International Year of Astronomy activities, as well as in the recruitment
(IYA2009). The strategic plan was and mobilisation of participating volundeveloped over two years and its im- teers. The OAD will also be a vital liaiplementation was approved during the son between the IAU Executive Bodies
August 2009 IAU General Assembly, in and the IAU National Members, as well
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. By building on as the main contact point between the
the momentum from the IYA2009 and IAU and the national authorities.
its large network of 148 countries, this
ambitious plan represents the long-term The IAU jointly with the SAAO will
commitment of the IAU to expanding soon appoint a Director to lead the OAD
development programmes through as- on behalf of the IAU Executive Comtronomy over the next decade.
mittee.

GPS Time
Brian Fraser
Accurate time signals are extremely
important for various astronomical observations, including occultations. For
many years we have relied on the WWV
time signal broadcast on various shortwave frequencies, including 5MHz, 10
MHz and 15 MHz stations. That after
the South African signal, ZUO, was discontinued about 15 years ago.

Imagine my surprise when I recently
turned on my GPS device and checked it
against the WWV signal and found that it
was out by 15 seconds!

After many emails and question-asking I
found out that the GPS system has its own
time base and does not keep to UT. When
you switch on a GPS device it will relay to
you GPS time which drifts away from UT
However, many devices are now avail- every time a leap second is inserted into our
able to extract an accurate time signal calendar. It is currently 15 seconds behind.
from the GPS network, which is suppos- The GPS system then transmits an “almaedly accurate to about 1ns (nanosecond nac” to your device so that your device can
= 1 thousand millionth of a second). It make the correction but this takes some 14.5
is not easy to verify this, so you have to minutes to happen. Then your GPS device
take their word for it.
corrects itself and gives you true UT.
106
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Antlia, the
Machine
Pneumatique

Image source: Stellarium.org

news notes

by Magda Streicher
magda@pixie.co.za

The apparently insignificant constellation
Antlia lies just south of Hydra and borders
Vela to the north, lying along the branches
of the Milky Way. French astronomer
and celestial cartographer Nicolas-Louis
de Lacaille was responsible for creating
some of the newer southern constellations when he visited the Cape of Good
Hope from 1751 to 1753. Antlia, the
baby of the Lacaille constellations, was
originally named by him as the Machine
Pneumatique, commemorating the air
pump, which had recently been invented
by Robert Boyle. However, I just love
the German name Luftpumpe. Antlia is
the Greek word for pump. It is difficult
even to visualise a pump-shape amongst
the star-formation with Antlia containing
no stars brighter than magnitude 4.2. This
southern treasure however, should by no
means be underestimated. To start with, it
hosts a huge number of galaxies.

of epsilon Antliae and virtually on the
border with the constellation Pyxis. Zeta1
Antliae is a magnitude 6.2 silvery white
primary with a magnitude 7.1 companion.
The separation is 8 arc seconds and the
position angle 212. John Herschel measured the star in 1836 and there has been no
observable change since then. The doublestar was previously identified as multiple
in the Hipparcos Input Catalogue.

A special type of star can be found 3.3
degrees further north of zeta Antilae along
the western border with Pyxis. S Antliae
is an eclipsing binary of the EW Ursa Majoris type, a system of two dwarf stars in
close orbit around each other. S Antliae
varies by half a magnitude from 6.4 to 6.9
over a period of only 7 hours – quite easy
to follow during the course of an observation session – as noted in 1888 by a man
known only as Paul of Washington (Star
names, Richard Allen). At the time of its
The long leg between alpha and epsilon discovery it was the variable star with the
Antliae spans nearly 13 degrees in a west- shortest period known.
erly direction. It appears as if this part
represents the base of the pump with the Notwithstanding the fact that galaxies are
shorter attached tripod stretching south- some of the faintest objects, observing
east to iota Antliae. The lever of the pump them remains an unbelievable privilege.
seems to be projected by the double-star The beautiful NGC 2997, also known as
zeta1 & 2 Antliae, situated 4 degrees north Bennett 41b, is situated 4 degrees south107
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This orbit was then despatched to several
key members of the Group that had morning
visibility, enabling more observations to be
obtained to refine the orbit.
Meanwhile the New York Times became
aware that I was searching for it and requested an exclusive story which the members of the Group agreed to. However that
newspaper was more interested in the big
picture than the amateur aspect. I therefore
felt it appropriate that we also share our story
with space journalist Leonard David who
had contacted me whilst the search was still
in progress and had expressed interest in the
story of the search. David, reporter of space
activities for some five decades, has given
the Group excellent coverage in the past, so I
provided “off the record” information to enable him to prepare his article. The New York
Times article appeared early 23 May. Within
a very short time David had his article on the
internet which gave a complete account of
what had occurred. He followed this up with
a subsequent article and after this numerous
stories have appeared in a wide spectrum of
media about the discovery.

I presume this applies to the circuitry on
GPS telescopes and any other device that
uses the GPS signal. So next time you use
your GPS telescope or GPS device, switch
it on about 15 minutes before you want to
use it. You will then get a much more accurate reading.

Artist’s rendition of how the X-37B will deploy on orbit, including the solar panels used
for electrical power. Image credit: Boeing

already been widely observed and photographed in the United States during their first
spell of morning visibility.
What is there to see? The Spaceplane is
not particularly big so do not expect to see
anything as bright as the International Space
Station or the Space Shuttle. At best it might
only reach magnitude +2. However on account of its low orbiting altitude it is not that
easy a target and in practice one can expect
magnitudes as faint as +5 (depending on
several factors).

I bounced Brian’s contribution off Geoff
Evans, Head Electronics, SAAO, who developed SAAO’s GPS-based time service
as well as SALT’s more recently. Although
Geoff agreed with all the facts stated by
Brian, he said that, from his experience,
the 14.5 minute time delay seems quite
long and may be device-specific or circumstance-specific and not always necessarily exactly 14.5 minutes. He therefore
suggest that you should determine the
time that your specific GPS receiver takes

to download the almanac for yourself by
comparing it to an accurate time service
or another GPS which has already synchronized its timing. Since some commercial GPS devices are not too meticulous
on timekeeping (their primary purpose is
yielding position information after all) one
should really check the time behaviour of
your specific unit if you intend using it
for accurate timekeeping. During tests
evaluating suitable GPS units for a time
service, Geoff found that one model allowed its time output to drift by as much
as 1 ms before correcting it again. The
unit finally selected for the SAAO’s time
service allows an EPROM change to alter
its algorithm from position-priority to timepriority, yielding nano-second absolute
time accuracy.
Ed.

Correction
Referring to p. 46 of the article Disappearance of Lacaille Plaque in the April issue,
Cliff Turk has written to us as follows (with
reference to the attached sketch):

The question does arise as to how long the
Meanwhile, www.heavens-above.com has Spaceplane will stay in its current orbit. At
added the Spaceplane to their list of satellites the time of writing it does not appear to have
the public can track and the orbital data de- made any major changes since launch, but it
rived is now freely available on the internet could still be in the testing phase so has not
for anyone who wishes to see it. One email yet begun to show off its capabilities. I fully
I received was from a retired engineer who expect it to make large changes, causing it
had worked on the related X-34 project. He to be lost until it can be rediscovered. I am
was thrilled to be able to go outside and see confident that, provided we are able to make
the X-37B sail by overhead from his home frequent observations, we will be able to
in Florida. From reports on the internet keep up with the “cat and mouse game” of
it would appear that the Spaceplane has following this interesting satellite.

The 1977 unveiling of the “replaced”
plaque at which Michael Feast spoke was
not at the corner of Waterkant Street and St
Georges Mall for the following reasons:
1. The “pillar” referred to was inside the
building at an entrance from Exchange
Place.
2. There has never been a pillar at the cor- side of what was then St Georges Street.
ner of the two streets you mention.
4. The name St Georges Mall was only
3. Waterkant Street does not cross to that introduced later when the thoroughfare
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became a walkway in place of the original
traffic bearing street.
The plaque was moved from the pillar
inside the Exchange Place entrance to the
building when that entrance was closed up.

sleuthing the new spaceplane

This would have made the plaque inaccessible to the public, so it was moved to its
final position at the corner of Exchange
Place and St Georges Street/Mall, facing
the latter. (I do not know exactly when St
Georges became a Mall.)

classified

FOR SALE
Hyperion 8 & 13mm eyepieces for sale. Like new, in original boxes.
R1 250 each.
Canon EOS 400D and 18-55 zoom. 1 year and 4 months old. R4 500.
Celestron 102 SLT GOTO Telescope. Hard case for ota. Motofocus. 9
and 25 mm eyepieces. R5 000.
Roy (Johannesburg) 082 560 3064

FOR SALE
Due to the move of the Bronberg Observatory and household from a small holding in
Gauteng to a smaller setting in the Klein Karoo, some items related to telescopes are
to be sold before end Sep 2010.
It includes the following:
*
*
*
*
*
*

an upgraded 12.5” Meade Dobsonian Starfinder on wheels
several quality eyepieces, some of them never used
Barlow lens, focal reducers
2” diagonals for Meade RCX400 (12”/14”) or compatible telescope
Heavy tripods for above telescopes
Polar superwedge for Meade LX200 12”

Also: Tele Rokkor 135mm for Minolta SLR camera (1976-) in good condition
A detailed list of items and suggested prices can be requested from
lagmonar@nmisa.org
Berto Monard, Bronberg Observatory
104
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set up two cameras on the same mounting, one of the team members in Canada, rebut pointing at two different elevations, ported that he had accidentally captured a
with a slight overlap. I also had to make fast moving bright satellite which he could
trade-offs in terms of the field of view and not identify.
sensitivity of the cameras, but eventually
settled on a 14.6 x 10.8° field that showed To quote Ted’s report:
stars down to about magnitude +10 in “Knowing our history of fortuitous sight“real time”. The other camera covered 29 x ings, I quickly checked and confirmed
21.5° down to about magnitude +9 with an that the object was not among those in
exposure of several seconds.
known orbits, and then checked the time
and sky co-ordinates against our search
During the period 4-18 May about six orbits. It was sufficiently close to the new
planar searches were conducted through 40° search plane to be highly interesting,
bad weather which interrupted or aborted so I set about reducing the video imagery
several runs. I also experienced unusual into time and sky coordinates and evaluathardware problems with the computer that ing possible orbits. After several hour’s
controlled the system. Eventually I was analysis, I became convinced that Kevin
convinced that the negative results indi- probably had captured OTV-1 and that it
cated the satellite could not possibly be in was in an approximately 39 to 41° orbit,
an orbit inclined 33.5° to the equator.
with 40° fairly likely.
Meanwhile Ted became aware of several “The result of Kevin’s video came too late
rumours suggesting that, shortly before or- to assist Greg who was busy performing
bital insertion, the Atlas booster must have his second planar search of the new 40°
had a large inclination shift and put the search orbit. At 18:51 UTC I received his
satellite in a 40° inclination orbit. There report that at 16:31UTC he had recorded
was no concrete evidence to support this an object of about the expected brightness,
and the rumours were second/third hand. and direction and speed of travel relative
Since we were now convinced it was not to the stars.
at 33.5°, there was no harm in trying 40°,
especially as the satellite was now moving “I quickly determined that Kevin and Greg
into the daylight sky and I had little time had independently observed the same
for more searches.
satellite, in approximately a 410 km orbit,
inclined at 40° to the equator, in an orbital
On 19 May I did a planar search for a 40° plane consistent with the circumstances
inclination, 500 km altitude orbit, but saw of the launch of OTV-1. I was also able
nothing unexpected. So, on 20 May I did a to confirm that our North American colsearch at same inclination but altitude 450 league had indeed seen OTV-1 back on
km. Meanwhile, on 20 May Kevin Fetter, April 24.”
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Astronomy Department, 2009 Annual Report

(left) The X-37
in a vertical attitude, the position in which it
gets launched.
(right) An artist’s rendition
of the X-37B on
its Atlas launch
vehicle and in
orbit.
Images: Boeing

sighting was made by a North American orbit as it precesses. If the satellite is there,
colleague on 24 April. This observation and is sufficiently bright, it will be seen. It
was made under extremely poor sky condi- is simple in principle but difficult and teditions which made it difficult to identify the ous to do manually.
stars in the vicinity of the rapidly moving
spacecraft. Only one accurate time and I realised that if the Amateur Group was to
position could be determined.
have any chance in finding this satellite, I
would have to conduct such searches. ForI tried again the next morning with nega- tunately my automated system is ideal for
tive results. After this no further morning planar searching. In fact, it is believed to be
tracking was possible as the spacecraft the only system, either amateur or profeshad now passed into earth’s shadow. My sional, that can perform such a search and
next visibility spell was only around 4-5th has been successfully used on several ocMay, in the evening. By now the satellite casions to find lost satellites etc. Incidencould be just about anywhere and it was tally, a by-product of this particular search
pointless hoping that any of the assumed was the recovery of a satellite (in highly
orbits would result in a sighting. It there- elliptical orbit) that the amateurs had lost
fore became necessary to use searches of for almost a year
the whole 33.5° plane. A planar search
essentially involves staring at a point on I also realised that, using my normal opthe search orbit for a period of at least one tical set-up, I would not have too much
revolution of the satellite about the Earth chance of success because the search plane
(about 90-91 minutes), while tracking the was merely an educated guess. I therefore
104
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Personnel
Academic staff:
The permanent
academic staff consists of the Chair and
Head of Department, Professor Renée
C. Kraan-Korteweg, Professor Erwin de
Blok (SARChI Chair), Professor Patricia
A. Whitelock (joint SAAO/UCT position),
Associate Professor Patrick A. Woudt,
Senior Lecturers Dr Thebe Medupe (on
a joint SAAO/UCT position) and Dr Kurt
van der Heyden, and Lecturer Dr SarahLouise Blyth (SA-SKA funded). Distinguished Emeritus Professor Brian Warner
and Honorary Professor Michael W. Feast
both remain highly active members of the
department. Dr Ian Stewart is an Honorary Research Associate.

Academic support staff: Ms. Carol
Marsh, administrative officer. Mr. Brian
Kuck, IT support.

Affiliated staff: Professor Phil Charles,
Director of the SAAO, is an Honorary
Professor. Professor Peter Dunsby (Dept.
of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics,
UCT), Director of NASSP (National Astrophysics and Space Science Programme),
continues as Honorary Academic Member
of the Department.

Graduate students:
PhD students:
Michelle Cluver, (graduated in 2009 June,
recipient of the UCT Science Faculty PhD
award in 2009 for best PhD in the Faculty),
Ed Elson, Abiy Getachew (joint UCT/
SAAO), Marissa Kotze (UCT/SAAO, upgraded to PhD in 2009), Paul Kotze, Rudy
Kuhn (UCT/SAAO, upgraded to PhD in
2009), Viral Parekh, Andry Rajoelimanana
(UCT/SAAO, upgraded to PhD in 2009),
Ihad Riad, Mellony Spark (UCT/SAAO),
Bonita de Swardt (graduated in 2009
December); MSc students: Oyirwoth
Abedigamba (UCT/SAAO), Janus Brink
(UCT/SAAO), Bradley Frank, Roger
Ianjamasimanana, Tana Joseph (graduated
in 2009 June), Kosma von Maltitz, Zolile
Mguda, Bishop Mongwane, Tom Mutabazi, Francois Nsengiyumva (UCT/SAAO),
Nikki Pekeur (graduated in 2009 June),
Zara Randriamanakoto (UCT/SAAO),
Thuso Simon, Wendy Williams.

Postdoctoral fellows: The current postdoctoral fellows are: Dr Benne Holwerda
(SARChIpostdoc), Dr Antoine Bouchard
(SKA-SApostdoc), Dr Matthew Schurch
(UCT postdoc, started in 2009, previously
at University of Southampton, UK), Dr
Se-Heon Oh (SKA-SA postdoc, started in
2009, previously at the Australia National
University, AUS).

Visitors: In 2009 the following visitors
spent time at the Department: Dr Wim
van Driel (Observatoire de Paris Meudon, France), Prof Lister Staveley-Smith
(University Western Australia, AUS),
Prof Malcolm Longair (University of
Cambridge, UK), Dr Takahiro Nagayama
(Kyoto University, Japan), Dr Shogo
Nishiyama (Kyoto University, Japan),
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Prof Trish Henning (University of New part in the Extended Honours Programme
Mexico, USA), Dr Marc Verheijen (Ri- (EHP). Prof Saalih Allie (CHED, UCT)
jksuniversiteit Groningen, NL), Dr Mat was the coordinator of the EHP. Prof
Jarvis (University of Hertfordshire, UK), de Blok taught the module on “Galaxies
Dr DJ Pisano (National Radio Astronomy and Large-Scale Structures” and A/Prof
Observatory, USA).
Woudt taught the “General Astrophysics
1” module. 15 NASSP Honours students
Teaching
graduated in 2009.
Undergraduate Level: In 2009 44
students were registered at UCT for the NASSP MSc coursework component:
undergraduate specialisation in Astro- A further 15 students (partly former
physics. The first year course “Introduc- NASSP Honours students) participated
tion to Astronomy” (AST1000F: course in AST5003F, the taught component of
convernor(s)/lecturer(s): Drs van der Hey- the MSc in Astrophysics and Space Sciden and Blyth) was taught to 110 students. ence. Prof Kraan-Korteweg taught the
The second year course “Introduction module on “Extragalactic Astronomy”,
to Modern Astrophysics” (AST2002S: Prof Warner the module on “Cataclysmic
course convenor/lecturer: A/Prof Woudt) Variables” and Dr Medupe the module on
was given to 30 students. At third year “Advance Stellar Structure and Evolution”.
level two courses were offered to 6 and 4 Dr Stewart taught the module on “Compustudents, respectively. These are advanced tational Astrophysics”.
undergraduate courses on “Stellar Astrophysics” (AST3002F: course convenor/ NASSP MSc research component:
lecturer: Dr Medupe) and “Galactic and Eight students newly registered with the
Extragalactic Astrophysics” (AST3003S: Astronomy Department in 2009 for their
course convenor/lecturer(s): Prof Kraan- NASSP MSc research component. These
Korteweg and Dr Holwerda).
are: Roger Ianjamasimanana, Bishop
Mongwane, Tom Mutabazi, Thuso Simon,
Graduate Level: Postgraduate teach- Kosma von Maltitz, Francois Nsengiyuming falls under the National Astrophysics va, Zara Randriamanakoto and Oyirwoth
and Space Science Programme. For full Abedigamba. The latter three are jointly
details of the Astronomy Department’s supervised by staff members at UCT and
involvement and structure of NASSP, see the SAAO. Continuing NASSP MSc
our 2008 Annual report (MNASSA Vol 68, students in the Astronomy Department are
Nos 7 & 8, August 2009).
Zolile Mguda and Janus Brink.
NASSP BSc Honours: The BSc (Hons)
AST4007W course was followed by 16
students. Seven additional students took

MSc research by dissertation alone:
Two students newly registered in 2009
to start their MSc by dissertation alone,
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the Buck Rodgers/Star Trek
type of behaviour.
The Spaceplane was launched
on an Atlas V rocket from Cape
Canaveral on 22 April 2010
(23:52 UT). Launch was perfect and the first few minutes
of its flight were broadcast over
the Internet. But, as is usual
with coverage of classified (above) The X-40A technology demonstrator was a 90%
missions, the flow of informa- scale unpowered version of the SMV vehicle. The first
tion stopped just before things flight of the X-40A was on 11 August 1998 when it was
got interesting. Virtually no released from a UH-60 helicopter over Holloman AFB.
information was released on the In 2000 the X-40A was transferred to NASA for tests as
part of the X-37 development. The tests comprised seven
planned orbit, so amateur sateldrop flights from a CH-47 over Edwards AFB. The Xlite trackers were pretty much in 40B program was terminated and, it is assumed, was
the dark as to where to look for merged with the X-37B program.
the satellite. Normally it is pos- (below) During an earlier stage of development, designatsible to deduce a probable orbit ed X-37A, a number of captive flights as well as approach
from the initial flight trajectory and landing tests were made during 2004 through 2006
shortly after launch and the or- using the White Knight vehicle.
bital capabilities of the launch
vehicle. In this instance the
Atlas V rocket was somewhat
overpowered for launching
such a relatively small, lightweight satellite, which added to
the confusion. In fact, the upper
stage of the rocket was shot off
into Solar orbit, making it the first classified 33.5° inclination and an orbital altitude of
object to orbit the Sun! This made it even between 400 and 500 km. Shortly before
more difficult for us to estimate the satel- dawn on 23 April I got out of a warm bed
lite’s original trajectory.
to set up my equipment and search for this
orbit but I failed to see it. Not surprisingly,
Ted Molczan (Canada) – one of our Sat- since it subsequently turned out that it was
ellite Tracking Group’s orbital experts nowhere near where it was expected. The
– prepared several sets of possible orbital el- next day was cloudy, so no observations
ements based on a suspected orbit of about could be attempted, but an early probable
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Sleuthing the new Spaceplane
Greg Roberts

namely Bradley Frank and Wendy Williams.

Prof Kraan-Korteweg gave a talk at the
NASSP-SAAO/SKA winter school held
at the SAAO in July on “Unravelling
the Mysterious Great Attractor” and Prof
Whitelock gave a talk on “Astrophysics in
Southern Africa”.

It is further reported that this vehicle has the
potential to become the United States’ first
operational military Spaceplane. It is not
sufficiently powerful to reach orbital velocity on its own so has to be launched by a The author with the two cameras on its
rocket. It is able to land under remote con- computer controlled mount that was used to
trol at the conclusion of its mission, which track down the elusive spacecraft. Picture
can extend up to 250-270 days in duration. Shelley Christians, Sunday Times, 6 June 2010

PhD research: Viral Parekh started his
PhD in March 2009. Marissa Kotze,
Andry Rajoelimanana and Rudy Kuhn
all upgraded from MSc to PhD in 2009.
Continuing PhD students in the As- SAAO Colloquium Series: Dr Boutronomy Department are: Ed Elson, Abiy chard (Introducing ULySS: Measuring
Getachew, Paul Kotze, Ihab Riad and Stellar Populations with Spectral Fitting,
Mellony Spark.
August 2009), Dr Holwerda (Interaction
Signatures in Quantified HI Morphology
Graduations: Two UCT Astronomy of Galaxies, September 2009).
NASSP MSc students graduated in 2009:
Ms Tana Joseph and Ms Nikki Pekeur. International Year of Astronomy: Prof
Two PhD students in the Astronomy De- Warner gave a talk on “324 years of
partment graduated in 2009: Ms Michelle stargazing: Astronomy at the Cape until
Cluver and Ms Bonita de Swardt.
1879”. Dr Medupe gave a talk on “A
crocodile eats the Sun: Indigenous AstronExtramural
omy”. Marissa Kotze talked on “Black
NASSP summer school: Prof Kraan- holes” and Rudy Kuhn presented a talk on
Korteweg gave a talk at NASSP summer “Is there somebody out there? Exoplanets
school that was held at the SAAO in Janu- and the search for extraterrestrial life”. Dr
ary titled “What secrets does the Milky Holwerda gave a talk on “The Milky Way
Way hide?”. Dr van der Heyden gave a and Other Galaxies”. Dr van der Heyden
talk on “X-ray Astronomy”. Prof Warner and Prof Kraan-Korteweg gave the last of
gave an introductory lecture and tour of the series of talks organized by the SAAO
the observatory at the summer school for for the International Year of Astronomy
the new NASSP students. Prof White- entitled “The Future of Astronomy in
lock gave a talk entitled “Astrophysics in South Africa”.
Southern Africa” at the same event.
Sutherland excursions: Prof Warner
NASSP-SAAO/SKA winter school: continued with taking Friends of the SA
Dr Medupe organised the third NASSP/ Museum and UCT Summer School parSAAO/SKA Winter School in July, which ticipants on weekend excursions to the
aims to increase the number of black SAAO Sutherland site.
South African students in Astronomy.
He organised this winter school with fel- Planetarium: Dr Medupe is Planetarium
low astronomers from SAAO and UCT. Astronomer.
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On 22 April 2010 the United States of
America launched the first of a new type of
satellite that has been identified as a BOEING X-37B “Spaceplane” or OTV (Orbiting Test Vehicle). The exact purpose of the
whole mission has been deeply shrouded
in secrecy. It therefore proved a great challenge for our Amateur Satellite Tracking
Group, specialising in tracking down classified payloads and it took us almost a month
to bag this extremely elusive spacecraft.
According to Wikipedia and several other
sources, the craft is basically an unpiloted
Spaceplane, operated by the United States
Air Force for orbital spaceflight missions
intended to demonstrate reusable space
technologies. It began as a NASA project
and was developed by Boeing’s Phantom
Works in California. In 2004 it got transferred to the US Department of Defence’s
“Defence Advanced Research Projects
Agency”. It then became a classified project
and it is not known whether it will continue
to remain so. The Pentagon has strongly
denied claims that the mission supports the
development of space-based weapons.

The primary landing site is Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California with Edwards Air
Force Base as an alternate site. A second
X-37B is currently being manufactured for
a mission scheduled for 2011.
The Spaceplane is unmanned and has a
length of 8.9 m and a wingspan of 4.5 m
with a loaded weight of nearly 5 000 kg. It
has a payload bay that can carry approximately 250 kg and it measures 2.2 x 1.2 metres. It is powered by a AR2-3 rocket engine
using the hypergolic (self igniting) combination of nitrogen tetroxide and hydrazine,
whilst the maneuvrering engines are fuelled
by hydrogen peroxide. It is believed to have
the ability to do orbit changes of magnitudes
not seen before, making it the first of a new
generation of satellites that comes close to
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Various: Prof Kraan-Korteweg gave
the Plenary Lecture with the title “What
secrets of the Universe does the Milky
Way hide? Unraveling the Mystery of
the Great Attractor” at the 3-day event
organized by SAASTA in October at
the IThemba Labs directed at women
science students on “Celebrating Women
in Science”. A/Prof Woudt gave a talk to
the Rotary Club of Claremont on 29 September 2009. He also gave a talk to the
Cape Centre of the Astronomical Society
of South Africa in July 2009.

reports from institutes

continued as members of the NASSP
steering committee.

Prof Kraan-Korteweg was a member of
the LOC of “Beyond 2010”, the Fifth
International Conference on Beyond
the Standard Models of Particle Physics,
Cosmology and Astrophysics, that was
held from 1-6 February 2010 in Cape
Town. She was also a member of the SOC
(and UCT a co-chair) of the International
Meeting “Panoramic Radio Astronomy:
Wide-Field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy
evolution”, that was held from 2-5 June
Honours
in Groningen (NL). Prof Kraan-Korteweg
Both Emeritus Prof Warner and Honorary is co-director, together with Prof Dunsby
Prof Feast received an A rating in 2009 (MAM) of the Astrophysics, Cosmology
from the National Research Foundation and Gravity Centre (ACGC), established
in recognition of their world-leading re- in 2009 at the University of Cape Town.
search. Emeritus Prof Warner received She is furthermore a member of the South
an honorary doctorate (DSc – honoris- African NRF Rating Panel for Physics in
causa) from the University of Cape Town 2009 and a member of PHISCC (Pathfindand was elected Fellow at the University er HI Surveys Coordination Committee).
College London. He furthermore was
made a Fellow of the Third World Acad- Prof de Blok is a member of the MeerKAT
emy of Science.
science advisory committee. He is also
member of the Science and Technology
The Astronomy Department was allo- Advisory Committee of the International
cated one of the five South African SKA Centre for Radio Astronomy Research
SARChI Chairs, entitled “Extragalactic (ICRAR) in Perth, Australia. Prof de Blok
Multi-wavelength Astronomy”, the sec- is a member of the Pathfinder HI Surveys
ond research chair for this department. Coordination Committee.
The department has started the process of
identifying suitable candidates.
Prof Whitelock is a member of the organizing committees for Division VII
Committees
(Galactic System), Commissions 33 (GaProf Kraan-Korteweg and Dr Medupe lactic Structure) and 55 (Communicating
form part of the regularly meeting Astronomy with the Public) of the IAU
NASSP executive committee (exco) and and was elected to the IAU Special Nomi100
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galaxy evolution’, published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89
PoS(PRA2009)017
Warner, B. 2008.Hot Subdwarfs in Bamberg. In U. Heber, C.S. Jeffery and R. Napiwotzki (eds),
Proceedings of Hot Subdwarf Stars and Related Objects, ASP Conference Proceedings, Vol.
392, 23-27 July 2007, Bamberg, Germany. San Francisco: Astronomical Society Pacific. ISBN
9781583816547.
Warner, B. and Woudt, P.A. 2009. Dwarf Nova Oscillations in VW Hyi. In B. Soonthornthum, S.
Komonjinda, K.S. Cheng and K.C. Leung (eds), Proceedings of The Eighth Pacific Rim Conference on Stellar Astrophysics, ASP Conference Series, Vol. 404, 5-9 May 2008, Phuket, Thailand.
San Francisco: Astronomical Society of the Pacific, USA. ISBN 9781583816851.
Warner, B. and Woudt, P.A. 2009.The white dwarf in V842 Cen (Nova Cen 1986). In E. GarciaBerra, M. Hernanz, J. Isern and S. Torres (eds), Proceedings of 16th European White Dwarfs
Workshop, 30 June - 4 July 2008, Barcelona, Spain. London: IOP Publishing. ISSN 17426588.
Woudt, P.A., Blyth, S.-L., Kotze, J.P., Kraan-Korteweg, R.C., de Blok, W.J.G., van der Heyden, K.,
Vaisanen, P., Crawford, C., Fritze, U., Kotulla, R. andPimbblet, K. 2009. Galaxy transformation
in dense environments: A multi-wavelength study of superclusters at z 0.1−0.5. In G. Heald and
P. Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy evolution’,
published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89 PoS(PRA2009)065
Whitelock, P. 2009. The South African National Astrophysics and Space Science Programme
(NASSP). In A.A. Hady and M.I. Wanas (eds), Proceedings for the First Middle East-Africa,
Regional IAU Meeting, 5-10 April 2008, Cairo, Egypt. Cairo: Cairo University Press, Egypt.
ISBN 9774033302.
Other publications
Warner, B. 2009. Charles Davidson Bell Water-colours and Lithographs in the National Maritime
Museum, London. Quarterly Bulletin of the National Library of South Africa, 62, 176-184
Warner, B. 2009. Sir John Herschel’s Sketches of Simon’s Bay and Hout Bay. Quarterly Bulletin
of the National Library of South Africa, 62, 145-151
BScHonours degree (research project in the Astronomy Department)
Macfarlane, S. 2009. A UCT CCD CSS Survey of Faint Cataclysmic Variables. BScHons. Supervised by A/Prof P.A. Woudt
Master’s degrees by coursework and research
Joseph, T. 2009.Towards an HI Census of the Local Universe.MSc. Supervised by Prof R.C.
Kraan-Korteweg and W. van Driel.
Pekeur, N. 2009. Investigating the Relationship between the HI and Optical Diameter for a Sample
of Galaxies from the Local Volume. MSc. Supervised by Prof R.C. Kraan-Korteweg, Prof E. de
Blok and Dr B.S. Koribalski.
Doctoral Theses
Cluver, M.E. 2009. The Nature and Nurture of a Starburst Supermassive HI Galaxy: HIZOA
J0836-43. Supervised by Prof R.C. Kraan-Korteweg, A/Prof P.A. Woudt and Dr T. Jarrett.
De Swardt, B. 2009. The Structure, Stellar Content and Dynamics of Dwarf Galaxies in the Local
Volume. Supervised by Prof R.C. Kraan-Korteweg and Dr H. Jerjen.
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8-12 December 2008, Pune, India. San Francisco: Astronomical Society Pacific, USA. ISBN
9781583816943
Elson, E., de Blok, W.J.G. and Kraan-Korteweg, R.C. 2009. Our Changing View of the Blue
Compact Galaxy NGC2915. In G. Heald and P. Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy:
Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy evolution’, published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgibin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89 PoS(PRA2009)051
Holwerda, B., de Blok, W.J.G., Bouchard, A., Blyth, S.-L., van der Heyden, K. and Pirzkal, N.
2009. HI Disks in the high-redshift Universe; Size and Quantified Morphology. In G. Heald and
P. Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy evolution’,
published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89 PoS(PRA2009)042
Kraan-Korteweg, R.C., Cluver, M.E., Jarrett, T.H. and Woudt, P.A. 2009.Properties of the extremely HI-massive galaxy HIZOA J0836-43. In G. Heald and P. Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic
Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy evolution’, published online at http:
//pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89 PoS(PRA2009)027
Kraan-Korteweg, R.C., van der Heyden, K., Cluver, M. and Woudt, P.A. 2009.Highlights of multiwavelengths surveys in the Zone of Avoidance. In A.A. Hady and M.I. Wanas (eds), Proceedings for the First Middle East-Africa, Regional IAU Meeting, 5-10 April 2008, Cairo, Egypt.
Cairo: Cairo University Press, Egypt. ISBN 9774033302.
Matsunaga, N., Feast, M.W. and Menzies, J.W. 2009. Period-Luminosity Relation for Type II Cepheids. In J.A. Guzik and P.A. Bradley (eds), Proceedings of Stellar Pulsations: Challenges for
Theory and Observation, AIP Conference Proceedings, Vol. 1170, 31 May - 5 June 2009, Santa
Fe, USA. Melville: American Institute of Physics, USA. ISBN 9780735407077.
Matsuura, M., Sloan, G., Bernard-Salas, J., Zijlstra, A., Wood, P., Whitelock, P., Menzies, J. W.,
Feast, M.W., Lagadec, E., Groenewegen, M., Cioni, M., Van Loon, J.T.H. and Harris, G.J. 2008.
Carbon-rich AGB stars in our Galaxy and nearby galaxies as possible sources of PAHs. In S.
Kwok and S. Sandford (eds), Organic Matter in Space, Proceedings of the 251st Symposium of
the International Astronomical Union, 18-22 February 2008, Hong Kong, China. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom. ISBN 9780521889827.
Medupe, R., Christensen-Dalsgaard, J. and Phorah, M. 2009. Radial Pulsations in A Stars: the
Effects of Opacity Fluctuations in their Atmospheres. In J.A. Guzik and P.A. Bradley (eds),
Proceedings of Stellar Pulsations: Challenges for Theory and Observation, AIP Conference
Proceedings, Vol. 1170, 31 May - 5 June 2009, Santa Fe, USA. Melville: American Institute of
Physics, USA. ISBN 9780735407077.
Portas, A., Brinks, E., Usero, A., Walter, F., De Blok, W.J.G. and Kennicutt, R.C. 2009.The edges
of THINGS. In J. Andersen, J. Bland-Hawthorn and B. Nordstrom (eds), The Galaxy Disk in
Cosmological Context, Proceedings of the 254th Symposium of the International Astronomical Union, 9-13 June 2008, Copenhagen, Denmark. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
United Kingdom. ISBN 9780521889858.
Tamburro, D., Rix, H.-W., Walter, F., Brinks, E., De Blok, W.J.G., Kennicutt, R.C. and Mac Low,
M.-M. 2008. Star Formation is Very Rapid in Spiral Galaxies. In J.G. Funes and E.M. Corsini
(eds), Proceedings of Formation and Evolution of Galaxy Disks, ASP Conference Series, Vol.
396, 1-5 October 2007, Rome, Italy. San Francisco: Astronomical Society of the Pacific, USA.
ISBN 9781583816622.
vander Heyden, K., Bouchard, A., Holwerda, B., Blyth, S.-L. and de Blok, W.J.G. 2009. Evolution of Neutral Gas in Galaxies over Cosmic Time with SKA Pathfinder Instruments. In G.
Heald and P. Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on
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nating Committee for the next trimester.
She also serves on, the African Institute of
Mathematical Sciences (AIMS) Advisory
Board and chairs both the SA National
Committee for Astronomy and the NASSP
Steering Committee. She is an Honorary
Member of the SA Institute of Physics.
A/ProfWoudt is a member of Commission
19 (Astrophysics) of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP).
He co-chaired the scientific organising
committee of the SALT/MeerKAT Science Workshop, held in Cape Town (3
November). A/Prof Woudt continues as
PI on a South Africa-Japan bilateral funding agreement for the project entitled “Star
formation and galaxy evolution”.
Prof Feast continues as an editor of the
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.
Prof Warner is a member of the organising
committee of Commission 41 (History of
Astronomy) of the IAU and a Vice-President of the IAU.
Dr Blyth is a member of the Pathfinder HI
Surveys Coordination Committee.

Prof Warner attended the 1-day meeting
on “Books and the Sky” in Cambridge
(UK) on 18 April 2009.
The international Meeting “Panoramic
Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz
research on galaxy evolution”, held
from 2-5 June in Groningen (NL), was
co-chaired by UCT.Prof Kraan-Korteweg
(oral presentation: “Properties of the
extremely HI-massive galaxy HIZOA
J0836-43”), Prof de Blok (oral presentation: “HI Science with MeerKAT”), A/
Prof Woudt (oral presentation: “Galaxy
transformation in dense environments: A
multi-wavelength study of superclusters
at z ~ 0.1-0.5”), Dr van der Heyden (oral
presentation: “Evolution of neutral gas in
galaxies over cosmic time with SKA pathfinder instruments”), Dr Blyth (oral presentation: “Neutral hydrogen in galaxies
from low to high redshifts”), Dr Bouchard
(oral presentation: “The environmental
impact on galaxy evolution: highlighting
the structure of the local cosmic web”), Dr
Holwerda (oral presentation: “HI Disks
in the high-redshift Universe; size and
quantified morphology”), Mr. Elson (oral
presentation: “Our changing view of the
blue compact dwarf NGC2915”).

Travel
The international meeting on “Unveiling the
Conferences/workshops:
Mass: Extracting and Interpreting Galaxy
SKA Continuum Imaging Workshop, held Masses”, held from 15-19 June, Kingston,
at the Cape Town International Conven- Canada. Participation from the Astronomy
tion Centre, 18-20 February and the Department included: Prof de Blok (oral
International SKA forum (25 February): presentation: The THINGS Dark Matter
Prof Kraan-Korteweg and Dr Bouchard Halos) and Mr Elson (poster presentation:
participated.
Our Changing View of NGC2915).
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SALT/MeerKAT science workshop in association with the SALT Science Working
Group meeting, 3 November, UCT Upper
Campus. This meeting, organized by
the Astronomy Department, welcomed
over 85 participants, of whom ~25 were
members of the SSWG, and ~60 were
members of the South African astronomical community (staff and postgraduate
students from all over South Africa).
The full programme is available at http:
The XXVII General Assembly of the //www.ast.uct.ac.za/node/31
Speakers
International Astronomical Union, held from the Astronomy Department includon 3-14 August in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). ed: Prof Kraan-Korteweg, Prof de Blok,
Prof Warner the General Assembly and A/Prof Woudt, Dr van der Heyden and Dr
took part in the EXCO meeting of the Holwerda.
IAU. Prof Whitelock attended the IAU
General Assembly where she gave an in- The XXI Canary Islands Winter School of
vited presentation at the special session on Astrophysics on “Accretion Processes in
‘Accelerating the Rate of Astronomical Astrophysics”, held at 2-13 November at
Discovery’ on the subject of “Astronomy Tenerife (Spain). Prof Warner was one of
and Development in Southern Africa”.
the invited lecturers of this winter school.
Mrs. M. Kotze and Mr. Rajoelimanana
The international meeting on “Astronomy participated in the winter school.
and its Instruments, Before and After Galileo”, held in September, Venice (I). Prof The 2nd ICRAR/UCT/Apertif workshop
Warner participated at this meeting.
on HI Surveys with SKA Pathfinders,
held at 15-18 November at Bunker Bay,
The B.V. Kukarkin Centenary Confer- Perth (Aus). At this meeting a coordinaence on “Variable Stars, the Galactic tion committee for Pathfinder HI Surveys
Halo and Galaxy Formation”, held 12-16 was formed with representation from the
October 2009, Zvenigorod, Russia. Prof Astronomy Department. Speakers from

Tamburro, D., Rix, H.-W., Leroy, A.K., Mac Low, M.-M., Walter, F., Kennicutt, R.C., Brinks, E.
and De Blok, W.J.G. 2009. What is driving the H 1 Velocity Dispersion? Astronomical Journal,
137: 4424-4435.
Trachternach, C., De Blok, W.J.G., McGaugh, S.S., Van derHulst, J.M. and Dettmar, R.-J. 2009.
The baryonic Tully-Fisher relation and its implication for dark matter halos. Astronomy &
Astrophysics, 505: 577-587.
Van Driel, W., Schneider, S.E., Kraan-Korteweg, R.C. and MonnierRagaigne, D. 2009. H I line
observations of 2MASS galaxies in the zone of avoidance. Astronomy & Astrophysics, 505:
29-44.
Warner, B. 2009. Charles Darwin and John Herschel. South African Journal of Science, 105:
432-439.
Warner, B. and Woudt, P.A. 2009. The eclipsing intermediate polar V597 Pup (Nova Puppis
2007). Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 397: 979-984.
Whitelock, P., Menzies, J.W., Feast, M.W., Matsunaga, N., Tanabe, T. and Ita, Y. 2009. Asymptotic giant branch stars in the Fornax dwarf spheroidal galaxy. Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, 394: 795-809.
Woudt, P.A., Warner, B., Osborne, J. and Page, K. 2009. 57-second oscillations in Nova Centauri
1986 (V842 Cen). Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 395: 2177-2182.
Woudt, P.A. and Warner, B. 2009. Dwarf nova oscillations and quasi-periodic oscillations in
cataclysmic variables - VII. Carinae and oscillations in dwarf novae in quiescence. Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 400: 835-842.
Woudt, P.A., Steeghs, D., Karovska, M., Warner, B., Groot, P.J., Nelemans, G., Roelofs, G.H.A.,
Marsh, T.R., Nagayama, T., Smits, D.P., O’Brien, T. and Karovska, M. 2009.The Expanding
bipolar Shell of the Helium Nova V445 Puppis. Astrophysical Journal, 706: 738-746.
Conference Proceedings
Blyth, S.-L., Bouchard, A., van der Heyden, K., de Blok, W.J.G., Kraan-Korteweg, R.C. and Ramatsoku, M.. 2009. Neutral Hydrogen in Galaxies from Low to High Redshift. In G. Heald and P.
Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy evolution’,
published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89 PoS(PRA2009)009
Bouchard, A., Blyth, S.-L., de Blok, W.J.G., Holwerda, B. and van der Heyden, K. 2009. The Environmental Impact on Galaxy Evolution: Highlighting the Structure of the Local Cosmic Web.
In G. Heald and P. Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research
on galaxy evolution’, published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89
PoS(PRA2009)053
Brinks, E., Bigiel, F., Leroy, A.K., Walter, F., De Blok, W.J.G., Bagetakos, I., Usero, A. and Kennicutt, R.C. 2009.H I in Galactic Disks. In J. Andersen, J. Bland- Hawthorn & B. Nordstrom
(eds), The Galaxy Disk in Cosmological Context, Proceedings of the 254th Symposium of the
International Astronomical Union, 9-13 June 2008, Copenhagen, Denmark. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom. ISBN 978 0 521 88985 8.
de Blok, W.J.G., Booth, R. and Frank, B. 2009. HI Science with MeerKAT. In G. Heald and P.
Serra, (eds), ‘Panoramic Radio Astronomy: Wide-field 1-2 GHz research on galaxy evolution’,
published online at http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=89 PoS(PRA2009)007
de Blok, W.J.G., Walter, F., Brinks, E., Bigiel, F., Bagetakos, I., Leroy, A.K., Oh, S.- H., Portas,
A., Rich, J.W., Tamburro, D., Trachternach, C., Usero, A. and Zwaan, M. 2008. An overview of
The H I Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS). In D.J. Saikia, D.A. Green, Y. Gupta and T. Venturi
(eds), Proceedings of The Low-Frequency Radio Universe, ASP Conference Series, Vol. 407,
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The annual South African Institute of
Physics (SAIP) conference, held at the
University of Durban-Westville (July).
Speakers from the Astronomy Department included: Prof de Blok, Prof Whitelock, A/Prof Woudt, Dr Blyth, Dr van der
Heyden, Dr Holwerda, Ms de Swardt,
Mr Elson (winner of the PhD prize in
Astrophysics and Space Science), Mrs M.
Kotze, Mr P. Kotze, Mr Kuhn, Mr Mguda
(winner of the motivation prize in Astrophysics and Space Science), Mr Mongwane, Mr Parekh, Mr Rajoelimanana,
Mr Simon, Ms Williams. At the SAIP,
Prof Kraan-Korteweg also participated at
the annual Physics and Astronomy HOD
meeting.

Feast gave an invited paper on “The Luminosities of Type II Cepheids and RR
Lyrae Variables”. At this conference Prof
Whitelock presented an invited review of
“AGB Variables in the Galaxy and the Local Group”.
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Diagram and Cosmological Parameters. Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 185: 3284.
Kniazev, A., VäisÄnen, P., Whitelock, P., Menzies, J.W., Feast, M.W., Grebel, E.K., Buckley,
D.A.H., Hashimoto, Y., Loaring, N., Romero-Colmenero, E., Safako, R., Burgh, E. and Nordsieck, K. 2009. Discovery of the first symbiotic star in NGC 6822. Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, 395: 1121-1126.
Kolenberg, K., Guggenberger, E., Medupe, R., Lenz, P., Schmitzberger, L., Shobbrook, R., Beck,
P., Ngwato, B. and Lub, J. 2009. A photometric study of the southern Balhko star SS For:
unambiguous detection of quintuplet components. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society, 396: 263-275.
Koleva, M., Prugniel, P., Bouchard, A. and Wu, Y. 2009.ULySS: a full spectrum fitting package.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 501: 1269-1279.
Kotze, M.M., Charles, P. and Crause, L.A. 2009. Discovery of long-term superorbital periodicities in the pseudo-transient LMXBs: IGR J17098-3628 and EXO0748-676. Monthly Notices
of the Royal Astronomical Society, 395: 1579-1584.
Lagadec, E., Zijlstra, A., Sloan, G., Wood, P., Matsuura, M., Bernard-Salas, J., Blommaert,
J.A.D.L., Cioni, M., Feast, M.W., Groenewegen, M., Hony, S., Menzies, J.W., Van Loon, J.T.H.
and Whitelock, P. 2009. Metal-rich carbon stars in the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 396: 598-608.
Leroy, A.K., Walter, F., Bigiel, F., Usero, A., Weiss, A., Brinks, E., De Blok, W.J.G., Kennicutt,
R.C., Schuster, K., Kramer, C., Wiesemeyer, H.W. and Roussel, H. 2009. Heracles: The HERA
CO line extragalactic survey. Astronomical Journal, 137: 4670- 4696.
Matsunaga, N., Feast, M.W. and Menzies, J.W. 2009. Period-luminosity relations for type II Cepheids and their application. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 397: 933-942.
Matsuura, M., Barlow, M.J., Zijlstra, A., Whitelock, P., Cioni, M., Groenewegen, M.A.T., Volk,
K., Kemper, F., Kodama, T., Lagadec, E., Meixner, M., Sloan, G. and Srinivasan, S. 2009. The
global gas and dust budget of the large Magellanic Cloud: AGB stars and supernovae, and
the impact on the ISM evolution. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 396:
918-934.
Mukai, K., Zietsman, E. and Still, M. 2009. SUZAKU observations of the Dwarf Nova V893
Scorpii: The Discovery of a Partial X-ray Eclipse. Astrophysical Journal, 707: 652-661.
Nambala, F., McKinnell, L. and Oyeyemi, E. 2008. Variations in the ionospheric scale height
parameter at the F2 peak over Grahamstown, South Africa. Advances in Space Research, 42:
707-711.
Roelofs, G.H.A., Groot, P.J., Steeghs, D., Rau, A., De Groot, E., Marsh, T.R., Nelemans, G.,
Liebert, J. and Woudt, P.A. 2009. SDSS J080449.49+161624.8: a peculiar AM CVn star from
a colour-selected sample of candidates. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,
394: 367-374.
Saha, K., De Jong, R. and Holwerda, B. 2009. The onset of warps in Spitzer observations of edgeon spiral galaxies. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 396: 409-422.
Schröder, A.C., Kraan-Korteweg, R.C. and Henning, P. 2009. Parkes HI observations of galaxies
behind the southern Milky Way II.The Crux and Great Attractor regions (l ≈ 289° to 338°).
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 505: 1049-1074.
Skelton, R., Woudt, P.A. and Kraan-Korteweg, R.C. 2009. The Norma cluster (ACO3627) - II.
The near-infrared Ks-band luminosity function. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society, 396: 2367-2378.

the Astronomy Department included: Wendy Williams visited the Infrared
Prof Kraan-Korteweg, Prof de Blok, A/ Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC) at
Prof Woudt, Dr van der Heyden, Dr Hol- CalTech from 14 September - 28 October
werda, Dr Oh, Mr. Frank.
2009. She was hosted by Tom Jarrett
and financially supported as a visiting
The annual SKA Bursary conference, held researcher by Caltech. During this time
at STIAS in Stellenbosch (2-7 December). she attended the meeting entitled “ReioniParticipants from the Astronomy Depart- zation to Exoplanets: Spitzer’s Growing
ment included: Prof Kraan-Korteweg, Legacy” from 26 - 28 October 2009.
Prof de Blok, Dr Bouchard (oral presentation), Dr Oh (oral presentation), Dr Hol- Observing trips: Dr Blyth and Mr Elson
werda, Dr Stewart, Mr Elson (oral presen- travelled to Pune, India to perform radio
tation), Mr Frank (oral presentation), Mr observations of a galaxy cluster Abell
Ianjamasimanana (oral presentation), Ms 1437 using the GMRT (January). From
Rajoelimanana (oral presentation), Ms 11 to 20 February 2010, Wendy observed
Randiramanakoto (oral presentation), Ms at the Parkes Radio Telescope at Parkes,
Williams (oral presentation).
Australia.
Working visits/sabbaticals: In Novem- Staff members and students of the Asber Prof Kraan-Korteweg spent a 2-week tronomy Department make regular use
working visit at ICRAR, Perth (Aus), of the telescope facilities (the 0.5-m,
partly supported by ICRAR, to work on 0.75-m, 1.0-m, 1.9-m reflectors and the
data analysis of HI surveys in the Zone of 1.4-m Infrared Survey Facility) at the
Avoidance.
Sutherland site of the South African Astronomical Observatory.
A/Prof Woudt spend two months at the
School of Physics and Astronomy of the Research
University of Southampton during April In 2009, the Astrophysics, Cosmology
– May 2009. He furthermore spent one and Gravity Research Centre (ACGC)
week on a working visit to Nagoya Uni- has been established at UCT (http:
versity with Prof Sato and Dr Nagayama //www.acgc.uct.ac.za). ACGC is a rein November 2009, following his attend- search centre incorporating members
ance at the Bunker Bay meeting in Perth from the UCT Department of Astronomy
in November 2009.
and the Cosmology and Gravity Group
from the UCT Department of MathematFrom April to August Prof Warner was ics and Applied Mathematics. ACGC
a Visiting Professor at the School of aims to create a research environment at
Physics and Astronomy, University of UCT in which South African-led cuttingSouthampton.
edge science projects will be discussed,
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developed and taken to fruition. Max- highly interesting objects, as well as deep
imising the opportunities for interaction HI and continuum surveys. We refer to
between theorists and multi-wavelength the 2008 annual report of the Astronomy
observers is essential for stimulating new Department (MNASSA, Vol 68, Nos 6
approaches to research.
& 7, 2009), where we have given an extensive overview of research expertise of
The Department specializes in the study of members of the department.
galactic structure, the distance scale, largescale structure and evolution of galaxies in In the 2009 annual report we highlight
the Universe, next to high-speed photom- research areas of new staff members and
etry and spectroscopy of variable stars.
postdoctoral fellows, completed PhD
projects and other research highlights.
Particular emphasis is being given on uncovering galaxies obscured by the Milky Research profile of our new (2009) staff
Way and the mapping of cosmic flow members: Drs van der Heyden and
fields such as in the Great Attractor region. Blyth
With the opening of SALT, the Southern Dr Kurt van der Heyden holds a PhD in
African Large Telescope, new research ar- Astrophysics from Utrecht University (the
eas were initiated in galaxy evolution (as a Netherlands). He joined the Astronomy
function of environment and redshift), the department as a postdoctoral researcher
dark matter content in nearby dwarf and in mid 2007 and was appointed as senior
low surface brightness galaxies and the lecturer in the department at the beginning
search for intermediate mass black holes.
of 2009. He and Dr Blyth jointly lectured
and organised the first year Introduction to
In the light of the coming of MeerKAT Astronomy course.
– the large radio telescope to be built in
the Karoo – the department has developed Dr van der Heyden’s background is in
expertise in radio astronomy. In particu- X-ray and optical spectroscopy but has
lar, neutral hydrogen studies are used to recently also developed an interest in
examine the dynamics – and thereby the Radio Astronomy. He has and interest in
dark matter content – of nearby galaxies.
multi wavelength observations of galaxy
clusters & galaxy evolution and aspects
Studies of cataclysmic variable stars (ex- of observational cosmology. He is parploding stars such as novae) and pulsating ticularly interested in observational conwhite dwarf stars remain a highly active straints of dark energy. Dr van der Heyden
research area of the department, in which is an external collaborator with the Sloan
the high speed photometry capabilities of Digital Sky Survey-II (SDSS-II) SupernoSALT also offer new unique mechanisms vae Survey. The SDSS-II is a Multi-year
to learn more about the physics of these project to identify and measure light

Research Papers
Bouchard, A., Da Costa, G. and Jerjen, H. 2009. The Environmental Influence on the Evolution
of Local Galaxies. Astronomical Journal, 137: 3038-3052.
Bruntt, H., Kurtz, D., Cunha, M.S., Brandao, I.M., Handler, G., Bedding, T.R., Medupe, R., Buzasi, D.L., van Wyk, F., Mashigo, D. and Zhang, W. 2009. Asteroseismic analysis of the roAp
star Corcomo: 84 d of high-precision photometry from the WIRE satellite. Monthly Notices of
the Royal Astronomical Society, 396: 1189-1201.
Copperwheat, C.M., Marsh, T.R., Dhillon, V.S., Littlefair, S.P., Woudt, P.A., Warner, B., Steeghs,
D., Gnsicke, B.T. and Southworth, J. 2009. ULTRACAM observations of two accreting white
dwarf pulsators. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 393: 157-170.
Groh, J.H., Hillier, D.J., Damineli, A., Whitelock, P., Marang, F. and Rossi, C. 2009. On the
nature of the prototype luminous blue variable AG carinae I. fundamental parameters during
visual minimum phases and changes in the bolometric luminosity during the S-dor cycle. Astrophysical Journal, 698: 1698-1720.
Gromadzki, M., Mikolajewska, J., Whitelock, P. and Marang, F. 2009. Light Curves of Symbiotic
Stars in massive Photometric Surveys I: D-Type Systems. Acta Astronomica, 59: 169-191.
Groot, P.J., Verbeek, K., Greimel, R., Irwin, M., Gonzalez-Solares, E.A., Gansicke, B., de Groot,
E., Drew, J.E., Augusteijn, T., Aungwerojwit, A., Barlow, M.J., Barros, S., Van derBesselaar,
E.J.M., Casares, J., Corradi, R., Corral-Santana, J.M., Deacon, N., Van Ham, W., Hu, H., Heber,
U., Jonker, P.G., King, R., Knigge, C., Mampaso, A., Marsh, T.R., Morales-Rueda, L., Napiwotzki, R., Naylor, T., Nelemans, G., Oosting, T., Pyrzas, S., Magaretha, M., Rodriguez-Gil,
P., Roelofs, G.H.A., Sale, S.E., Schellart, P., Steeghs, D., Szyszka, C., Unruh, Y., Walton, N.A.,
Weston, S., Witham, A.R., Woudt, P.A. and Zijlstra, A. 2009. The UV-Excess survey of the
northern Galactic plane. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 399: 323-339.
Helder, E.A., Vink, J., Bassa, C.G., Bamba, A., Bleeker, J.A.M., Funk, S., Ghavamian, P., Verbunt, F., Van Der Heyden, K. and Yamazaki, R. 2009. Measuring the Cosmic-Ray Acceleration
Efficiency of a Supernova Remnant. Science, 325: 719- 722.
Irwin, J.A., Hoffman, G.L., Spekkens, K., Haynes, M.P., Giovanelli, R., Linder, S.M., Catinella,
B., Momjian, E., Koribalski, B.S., Davies, J., Brinks, E., De Blok, W.J.G., Putman, M.E. and
Van Driel, W. 2009. ACDM Satellites and H I Companions - The Arecibo Alfa Survey of NGC
2903. Astrophysical Journal, 692: 1447-1463.
Jones, D.H., Read, M.A., Saunders, W., Colless, M., Fairall, A.P., Jarrett, T., Parker, Q.A., Mauch,
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long-slit observations were obtained
with the 10m Southern African Large
Telescope (SALT) in Sutherland for
the dwarf galaxy NGC 59. These pilot
project data were obtained in the performance verification phase of SALT.
The results of her technical analysis provided important feedback to the SALT
astronomers in assessing SALT’s performance. The resulting spectra were
used to derive the kinematics as well
as the chemical content of the galaxy.
She could determine a central velocity
dispersion of 80 km/s. By extrapolating
the known linear relation between the
Black Hole mass and the central velocity dispersion to the lower regime, this
allows for an intermediate mass Black
Hole of 4 x 106 solar masses. Supervisors: Prof Kraan-Korteweg, Dr Jerjen
(MSO, ANU, Australia)
Research highlights in 2009
Occulting galaxies, dust in spiral
galaxies: In two overlapping galaxies,
one can directly measure the level of
dust extinction in the foreground disk.
This technique does not require any
assumptions on extinction law or the
relative geometry of stars and dust. The
benefits of this technique are that only
symmetry of the galaxies is assumed
and that it is in principle applicable to
galaxy pairs out to higher redshift. This
way one could characterize dust extinction in spiral disks and its evolution
using the same technique. In SDSS,
the GalaxyZOO citizen science project
has identified 1200+ galaxy pairs and
96
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a similar number has been identified in
the COSMOS deep survey. In 2009, Dr
Holwerda and his colleagues published
a paper on the best example of a occulting pair to date, accidentally found in
the ANGST survey with HST. See the
Hubble Heritage Press Release at: http:
//heritage.stsci.edu/2008/33/index.html
In 2009 Dr Holwerda obtained follow-up
observations on the occulting galaxy pair
with the Very Large Telescope VIMOS
instrument as well with the Australian
Telescope Compact Array. (Reference:
Holwerda et al. 2009, AJ 137, 3000).
The expanding bipolar shell of the
helium nova V445 Puppis: From
adaptive optics imaging using the 8-m
VLT and integral-field-unit spectroscopy
on the 6-m Magellan telescope, a team
of astronomers led by A/Prof Woudt
have been able to deduce the distance
to V445 Puppis through measuring the
expansion parallax. The intrinsic preoutburst luminosity of this unique system (the only known helium nova in the
Milky Way galaxy to date) thus derived
points to a system that likely contains a
massive white dwarf accreting at highmass transfer rate from a helium star
companion. The publication of this paper received a lot of international press
attention, as V445 Puppis provides a
compelling new pathway to a supernova
type Ia explosion, accreting from a helium-rich companion star. See the ESO
Press Release at: http://www.eso.org/
public/news/eso0943/
(Reference:
Woudt et al. 2009, ApJ 706, 738).
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curves for intermediate-redshift (0.05 < z SKA pathfinder instruments, MeerKAT
< 0.35) Type Ia supernovae (SNeIa). The and ASKAP with the aim to study galaxy
observational aspect of the project was evolution. A further area of interest is
concluded in December 2007, but the in observational cosmology and using
collaboration continues to work on the luminous red galaxies as cosmic chroscience analysis. He is also exploring the nometers to investigate the evolution of
idea that passively evolving luminous red the Hubble constant with redshift.
galaxies (LRGs) can be used as “cosmic
chronometers” for cosmological studies. Research profile of our new (2009)
Here he is collaborating with a group postdoctoral fellows: Drs Holwerda,
of astronomers from UCT, SAAO and Oh and Schurch
UWC. The collaboration is interested Dr Benne W. Holwerda holds a PhD
implementing an observational project to from the University of Groningen in the
obtain high quality spectra with the South Netherlands with the research in part
African Large Telescope in order to meas- performed at the Space Telescope Sciure the Hubble parameter at z~0.5. They ence Institute in Baltimore. He joined
are currently using simulations to test the the Astronomy department as a SARCHI
viability of the method and plan to pub- Fellow after a three-year postdoctoral relish their initial results in 2009.
searcher position at the Space Telescope
Science Institute in Baltimore.
Dr Sarah Blyth holds a PhD in High Energy Nuclear Physics from the University Dr Holwerda’s research interests are the
of Cape Town and joined the Astronomy Interstellar Medium, notably the dust in
department as a postdoctoral researcher the interstellar medium in spiral galaxin 2007 after returning from Berkeley, ies. His three main research avenues are:
California, where the bulk of her PhD morphology of atomic hydrogen disks as
research was performed. She became a a merger tracer, dust lanes over cosmic
lecturer in the department at the begin- times and dust extinction from occulting
ning of 2009 and jointly (with Dr van der galaxy pairs. He is an active member in
Heyden) lectured and organised the first several international large collaborations:
year Introduction to Astronomy course.
the (Galaxy Halos, Outer disks, Substructure, Thick disks and Star clusters
Her research interests are around extraga- (GHOSTS) Hubble Space Telescope
lactic astronomy, in particular, studies of project, the S4G Spitzer survey, and he
the neutral hydrogen in galaxies both in is the Principal Investigator for the Meerthe nearby and higher redshift universe. KAT Ultra Deep HI (MUDHI) Survey,
She is also involved with proposing together with Dr Blyth. The MUDHI
surveys of the neutral hydrogen content survey aims to characterize the quantity,
of galaxies out to high redshifts using the dynamics and evolution of atomic hydro97
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gen over cosmic times with single long
observations with the MeerKAT radio
telescope, now under construction in the
Karoo.

Dr Matthew Schurch completed his PhD
in July 2009 in optical and X-ray studies
of Be/X-ray binaries in the SMC under
the supervision of Prof Malcolm Coe at
Southampton University. He is heavily
Dr Se-Heon Oh joined the Astronomy involved in several large collaborations
department at the UCT in October 2009. monitoring variable systems, such as the
He has been leading and involved at SMC BEX Group that works on multiseveral projects mainly related with gal- wavelength data collected from all over
axy formation and evolution in the local the world.
universe.
Dr Schurch is extremely interested in the
Dr Oh has been working on the (dark) highly energetic interactions taking place
matter distribution in dwarf galaxies in accreting binary star systems. The acculled from “The HI Nearby Galaxy Sur- creting objects in these binary systems
vey” (THINGS; Walter et al. 2008) and exhibit a range of emission features that
addressing the central dark matter density are characteristic of both the accretor
problem, one of the small-scale problems and the donor star. In particular he has
in Lambda Cold Dark Matter simulations. a strong interest in the large population
In addition, he has been responsible for (approximately 56 to date) of Be/X-ray
the mass modelling of dwarf galaxies binaries in the Small Magellanic Cloud.
from the LITTLE THINGS survey (P.I. These systems are made up of a pulsating
Dr Deidre Hunter at the Lowell ob- neutron star emitting heavily in the X-ray
servatory, USA) and working on several region, and a massive early type main
sub-projects: (1) The effect of turbulent sequence B star that is surrounded by a
motions on star formation in the LIT- disk of material that has been lost from the
TLE THINGS galaxies; (2) Dark matter star as a result of its high rotational velochalos of the LITTLE THINGS dwarfs; ity. His studies of these systems focus on
(3) Baryonic Tully-Fisher relation from two primary emission features; firstly on
the LITTLE THINGS galaxies. Working the specific optical emission from this
with a simulation group lead by Dr Fabio circumstellar disk, how this varies with
Governato (Univ. of Washington, USA), time and the orbital parameters is key if
Dr Oh has been performing the mass its formation and dynamics are to be fully
modelling of dwarf galaxies from high- understood. Secondly the periodic X-ray
resolution N-body+SPH hydrodynamic outbursts from the neutron star are studied
simulations in order to address the effect through timing and spectral analysis. This
of baryonic feedback processes on the provides us with a direct view onto the
central dark matter distribution of dwarf surface of the neutron star allowing the
galaxies in the early universe.
accretion processes to be evaluated.
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PhD projects completed
Thesis Title: The Nature and Nurture
of a Starburst Supermassive HI Galaxy:
HIZOA J0836-43
PhD student: Michelle Elisabeth Cluver

galaxy. Supervisors: Prof Kraan-Korteweg, A/Prof Woudt, Dr Jarrett (IPAC,
CalTech, USA)

Michelle researched the properties
of one of the most gas-rich galaxies
(HIZOA J0836-43).
Such galaxies
are scarce and only being formed now,
hence important for galaxy formation
scenarios. Due to its location behind the
Milky Way, she studied this galaxy in
the near-, mid- and far-infrared regime.
For this multi-waveband images and
high- and low-resolution spectra observations were obtained with the prestigious Spitzer Space Telescope, and a
near-infrared survey performed with the
1.4m Japanese telescope in Sutherland.
Michelle showed HIZOA J0836-43 to
be a luminous infrared starburst galaxy
with a fairly high star formation rate,
arising from strong molecular PAH
emission and far-infrared emission from
cold dust. With its dominant bulge and
plentiful supply of gas, it appears to be
a scaled-up spiral galaxy compared to
local galaxies, undergoing inside-out
formation that resembles stellar diskbuilding processes in earlier phases of
the Universe. From the analysis of the
environment around the galaxy based on
her near-infrared survey, the galaxy was
found to be located in an underdense
region. This is in agreement with the
conditions required to the surroundings of this galaxy to have allowed it
to evolve into such an unusual starburst
95

Thesis Title: The Structure, Stellar Content and Dynamics of Dwarf Galaxies in
the Local Volume
Bonita de Swardt
Bonita’s research consists of an in-depth
study of a sample of nearby dwarf galaxies. Dwarf galaxies form the building
blocks of larger galaxies. Their study
provides insight into the formation and
evolution processes of these galaxies.
She obtained deep near-infrared observations of six nearby dwarf galaxies
with the InfraRed Survey Facility at
Sutherland to determine their stellar and
dark matter distribution. Half of these
low luminosity galaxies were detected
for the first time, while the other earlier
measurements revealed underestimates
by up to 0.5 magnitudes. She derived
the basic structural parameters of the
dwarfs. From that she determined the
metallicities and stellar masses. It was
found that these field dwarfs all follow
the same B- versus H-band luminosity
relation as the Virgo galaxy cluster. A
distinct nucleus was identified in most
galaxies. Surprisingly the deep near infrared images of the dwarf galaxy NGC
59 revealed a double nucleus, both with
a signature of recent star formation. To
study the kinematical behaviour, and to
address the still controversial question
whether intermediate mass black holes
exist at the centre of dwarf galaxies,
june 2010

